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Abstract.
Background: While multiple system atrophy (MSA) presents with high heterogeneous motor and nonmotor symptoms, the
associations between clinical phenotypes and prognosis are unclear.
Objective: We aimed to evaluate clinical phenotypes of MSA using data-driven approach and measure the impact of
phenotypes on survival and bedbound status.
Methods: 193 MSA patients were recruited from Xuanwu Hospital Capital Medical University, whose history, motor and
non-motor symptoms were examined using cluster analysis. Ninety-five participants were followed-up via telephone after a
mean of 31.87 months. We employed Kaplan–Meier analysis to examine survival and performed Cox and logistic regression
analyses to identify factors associated with survival and bedbound status.
Results: We identified four clinical profiles of MSA: cerebellar symptom-dominant, sleep and mood disorder-dominant, rigid
akinetic-dominant, and malignant diffuse. The overall median survival was 7.75 years (95% CI 7.19–8.31). After adjusting
for years from symptom onset to diagnosis, age and sex, patients in the malignant diffuse and rigid akinetic-dominant clusters
had greater risk of death than sleep and mood disorder-dominant cluster. Furthermore, patients in the malignant diffuse and
rigid akinetic-dominant clusters had higher risk of being bedbound than cerebellar symptom-dominant cluster.
Conclusions: The malignant diffuse and sleep and mood disorder-dominant were identified besides the two classical
subtypes, parkinsonism, and cerebellar symptom-variant. Patients with rigid-akinetic motor profiles have a worse prognosis
than cerebellar symptom-dominant profiles in general. Diffuse symptoms, especially postural instability, and cognitive
alterations at diagnosis, indicate rapid functional loss and disease progression. The different profiles and prognoses might
indicate varied underlying pathological mechanisms.

Plain Language Summary

Multiple system atrophy (MSA) is a complex disease that can affect both movement and non-movement functions of patients.
However, we do not know much about how these different symptoms relate to how the patient’s health might change over
time. In this study, we looked at 193 MSA patients to learn more about if the patients can be distinguished into different
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subgroups at diagnosis and if the subgroups might be associated with their survival and ability to move in the future. We
found four main subgroups of patients: group 1 characterized by the dysfunction of cerebellum (a part of the brain), group 2
characterized by sleep and mood problems, group 3 characterized by rigidity and slow movements, and group 4 with diffuse
symptoms mentioned above. After tracking 95 patients for nearly 32 months, we found that those characterized by rigidity
and slow movements, and those with diffuse symptoms had a higher chance of dying compared to those characterized by
sleep and mood problems. Group 3 and 4 also had a higher chance of becoming unable to move out of bed. This suggests that
patients with severe symptoms of rigidity and slowness at diagnosis tend to have a worse outlook than those without. And
if multiple MSA symptoms are found when the patient is diagnosed, especially trouble with thinking, are also signs that the
disease is getting worse quickly. By understanding these disease patterns, we can better tailor treatments and provide better
support for people with MSA.

Keywords: Multiple system atrophy, subtypes, survival, prognosis, non-motor symptoms

INTRODUCTION

Multiple system atrophy (MSA) is an adult-onset
and fatal neurodegenerative disorder that is highly
heterogeneous and is characterized by combinations
of the following symptoms: autonomic failure, poor
levodopa responsive parkinsonism, cerebellar ataxia,
and pyramidal signs.1 The overall median survival
time from the onset of symptoms ranges from six
to ten years.2–4 Based on its predominant motor
symptoms, MSA can be categorized as parkinsonism
variant (MSA-P) or cerebellar variant (MSA-C).5 A
previous European cohort study reported that MSA-P
exhibited a more malignant disease course and was
associated with a shorter life expectancy than MSA-
C.2 However, the results from other cohort studies of
MSA patients showed that there was no difference in
prognosis for MSA-P and MSA-C.3,6,7 Thus, while
the current subtypes, which were identified based on
motor symptoms, account for the main motor com-
plaints of patients with MSA, the impact of clinical
heterogeneity and phenotypes on the prognosis of
MSA remains unclear.

Data-driven classification methods, such as clus-
ter analysis and latent class analysis, have been
widely used to differentiate phenotypes based on
clinical manifestations of Parkinson’s disease and
MSA.8–11 Two retrospective studies applied latent
class analysis to identify MSA subtypes. Grimaldi et
al.9 identified three distinct subtypes among eighty-
five patients with MSA: “extrapyramidal, axial,
laryngeal-pharyngeal involvement (LPI) and cerebel-
lar symptoms”, “cerebellar and LPI symptoms”, and
“cerebellar and cognitive symptoms”, and these sub-
types can be distinguished based on brain metabolic
abnormalities. Yang et al.10 also used latent class
analysis to classify sixty-one probable or possible
early-stage MSA patients into three new clusters

that accounted for various symptom constellations of
MSA: “moderate parkinsonism + extensive dysau-
tonomia”, “predominant parkinsonism + limited
dysautonomia” and “predominant cerebellar symp-
toms + limited dysautonomia”. However, previous
studies that attempted to identify MSA subtypes used
cross-sectional designs, and they did not include
follow-up analyses to track the prognoses of the
suggested subtypes. Thus, there is a lack of evi-
dence regarding whether data-driven subtypes are
associated with prognosis-related outcomes, such as
survival and functional motility.

In the present study, we aimed to perform clus-
ter analysis to investigate the clinical phenotypes of
MSA using a relatively large dataset of MSA sub-
jects. Additionally, we analyzed the clinical features
of each MSA phenotype and compared the prognosis
of the data-driven phenotypes to further explore the
association between clinical phenotypes and progno-
sis.

METHODS

Patients and clinical evaluations

Patients clinically diagnosed with probable MSA
were recruited from the Clinical and Research Cen-
ter for Parkinson’s Disease at Xuanwu Hospital of
Capital Medical University from July 2014 to Jan-
uary 2020. The diagnosis of MSA was made by two
neurologists specializing in movement disorders and
was based on the second consensus diagnostic crite-
ria of probable MSA.5 The patients were classified as
having MSA-P or MSA-C based on the predominant
motor symptoms at diagnosis, which is also when
the full examination occurred. The exclusion crite-
ria were as follows: patients under 30 years of age or
over 75 years of age at disease onset; secondary cause
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of parkinsonism and hereditary disorders; malignant
tumor; serious damage to vital organs (lung, liver, kid-
ney); or hematological system diseases. This study
was part of the CHINA INTIATIVE on NEURODE-
GENERATION in AGING (CHINA) consortium on
neurodegenerative disorders and was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of Xuanwu Hospital
of Capital University. Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants.

In accordance with the consensus criteria for prob-
able MSA, symptom onset was defined as the initial
appearance of motor symptoms (such as parkinsonian
or cerebellar symptoms) or autonomic symptoms
(such as urinary incontinence, urinary retention,
or orthostatic blood pressure decline).5 All of the
clinical and neuropsychological assessments were
conducted by clinicians specializing in movement
disorders. The Movement Disorder Society-Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale-part III (MDS-
UPDRS III)12 and Hoehn-Yahr staging13 were
used to estimate the severity of motor dysfunc-
tion. The Non-Motor Symptoms Scale (NMSS),
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), Hamilton Anxiety
Rating Scale (HAMA), Hamilton Depression Rat-
ing Scale (HAMD), REM Sleep Behavior Disorder
Questionnaire-Hong Kong (RBDQ-HK), Epworth
Sleepiness Scale (ESS), Parkinson Disease Sleep
Scale (PDSS), and Olfactory Questionnaire were
used to evaluate nonmotor symptoms of MSA.

Orthostatic hypotension (OH) was defined as an
orthostatic drop of 30 mmHg in systolic blood pres-
sure or 15 mmHg in diastolic blood pressure upon
moving from the supine position to the upright
position.5 Blood pressure was recorded separately
when patients were in the supine and upright posi-
tions. The beneficial levodopa response based on
the experimental drug dosage was defined as the
maximum improvement rate (MIR) over 15.5% after
administering at least 0.125 g of compound levodopa
in the form of a standard tablet, the MIR over 22.5%
after administering 0.1875 g of compound levodopa
in the form of a standard tablet, the MIR over 25.5%
after administering 0.25 g of compound levodopa
or the MIR over 33.5% after administering 0.375 g
of compound levodopa in the form of a standard
tablet.14 The MIR was calculated using the fol-
lowing formula: (baseline UPDRS-III scores before
administration - lowest UPDRS-III score after admin-
istration)/baseline score*100%.

Constipation was assessed by item 21 on the NMSS
(Does the patient suffer from constipation?). Sex-

ual dysfunction was assessed by items 25 and 26
on the NMSS (Does the patient have altered inter-
est in sex? Does the patient have problems having
sex?). Pain was assessed by item 27 on the NMSS
(Does the patient suffer from pain not explained by
other known conditions?). Abnormal sweating was
assessed by item 30 on the NMSS (Does the patient
experience excessive sweating?). Urinary symptoms
were assessed by items 22 and 23 on the NMSS (Does
the patient have difficulty holding urine? Does the
patient have to void within 2 hours of last voiding?).
Three-dimensional ultrasound was used to measure
bladder residual urine volume, and a volume greater
than 50 milliliters was defined as urinary retention.

We have planned in-person follow-up assessments
with participants. These assessments would have
included evaluations of motor symptoms using the
MDS-UPDRS-III, assessments of cerebellar symp-
toms using the SARA scale, cognitive evaluations
using the MMS and MoCA scales, assessments of
non-motor symptoms using the NMSS scale, and
evaluation of functional abilities using Activity of
Daily Living Scale (ADL). However, due to the pan-
demic of COVID-19, we can only conduct telephone
interviews to follow up with MSA patients. During
the telephone interview, we assessed the ADL, and we
recorded their survival status and motility. The pri-
mary outcomes of the study were mortality and ADL
scores, while the secondary outcome was bedbound
status. Bedbound status was defined as the complete
inability to move independently. Survival time was
defined as the period from symptom onset to death or
the end of follow-up, censored data included living
patients at follow-up. The questionnaire took approx-
imately 5 min to complete. A total of 95 patients in
this study underwent follow-up at a mean period of
31.87 months. The main reasons for loss to follow-up
were changes in the participant’s phone number and
refusal to participate (Fig. 1).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
version 26.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA)
and R version 4.1.0 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria). All data on demo-
graphic and clinical characteristics were subjected
to descriptive analysis. Continuous variables con-
forming to a normal distribution were compared
using Student’s t test, while nonnormally distributed
variables were compared by nonparametric tests.
Contingency tables were analyzed with the chi-
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the study.

square or Fisher exact test. The open-source R
package version 1.4–2 was employed for the clus-
ter analysis, which was performed to group MSA
patients with similar clinical characteristics. Opti-
mal cluster numbers were determined based on the
wssplot, which was generated using the open-source
NbClust package in R software. After identifying
subgroups of MSA via cluster analysis (CA), the
patient characteristics of each subgroup were com-
pared using the chi-square test or the Kruskal–Wallis
test after adjusting for the duration from symp-
tom onset to diagnosis (continuous variables were
analyzed using linear regression, and categorical vari-
ables were analyzed using logistic regression).

Kaplan–Meier analysis was used to estimate sur-
vival from symptom onset. The log-rank test was
employed to assess whether the Kaplan–Meier sur-
vival curves differed between distinct subtypes. Cox
regression analysis was used to evaluate covariates.
Given the number of events available in this analy-
sis, the variables included in the model were carefully
selected to establish the parsimony of the final model.
The multivariate logistic regression models were con-
structed with the following baseline variables: age,
years from symptom onset to diagnosis, sex, and CA

clusters. The multivariate logistic regression analysis
was evaluated using the Omnibus Test of Model Coef-
ficients (p < 0.05) and the Hosmer–Lemeshow Test
(p > 0.05). Statistically significant differences were
indicated by p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Baseline characteristics

A total of 193 patients with MSA were included,
comprising 101 men and 92 women. The mean age
at onset was 58.29 ± 7.58 years, and the mean years
from symptom onset to diagnosis at baseline was
2.79 ± 1.91 years. On the basis of the second con-
sensus criteria for the diagnosis of MSA, 114 patients
were diagnosed with MSA-P, and 79 were diagnosed
with MSA-C. There was a significant difference in
UPDRS-III scores between the MSA-P and MSA-
C patients. For nonmotor symptoms, patients with
MSA-P had higher frequencies of urinary reten-
tion and orthostatic hypertension, while patients
with MSA-C higher frequencies of abnormal PDSS
scores and sexual dysfunction. Detailed baseline
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clinical characteristics of the patients are shown in
Table 1.

Cluster analysis based on baseline evaluation

Based on the optimal number of clusters identified
by wssplot of R, k-means cluster analysis was per-
formed to classify these patients into four clusters, as
shown in Fig. 2. Detailed clinical characteristics of
the four clusters are shown in Table 2.

The first cluster accounted for 23.31% of the
patients and had the highest frequency of cerebel-
lar symptoms (62.22%). Patients in this cluster had
the lowest levels of motor and nonmotor impairment
compared with the other three profiles. This cluster
was labeled “cerebellar symptom-dominant” (CSD).

The second and largest cluster, accounting for
30.05% of the patients, exhibited the highest preva-
lence of REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD)
(94.83%) and the second-highest frequencies of anx-
iety (56.90%), depression (43.10%), and excessive
daytime sleepiness (EDS) (37.93%) among the four
subtypes. Moreover, this cluster displayed the highest
incidence of sexual dysfunction (57.89%). Patients in
this group presented with moderate levels of motor
impairment and were characterized by both cerebel-
lar dysfunction and parkinsonism. We designated this
cluster “sleep and mood disorder-dominant” (SMD).

The third cluster accounted for 29.02% of the
patients. Patients in this cluster exhibited the second-
most severe parkinsonism symptoms but displayed a
low frequency of nonmotor symptoms. Interestingly,
this cluster presented with the highest level of consti-
pation (89.29%). This cluster was described as “rigid
akinetic-dominant” (RAD).

The fourth cluster accounted for 17.62% of the
patients. All patients in this cluster presented with
gait disorders and postural instability (91.18%). They
had the highest UPDRS-III score (p < 0.05) among all
clusters. In addition, they also had the worst score in
nearly every domain of nonmotor symptoms, includ-
ing cognition disorders (measured by the MMSE
and MoCA), depression (measured by the HAMD),
anxiety (measured by the HAMA), sleep disorders
(measured by the RBD and ESS), and sexual and uri-
nary symptoms. Therefore, this cluster was labeled
“malignant diffuse” (MD).

The proportions of motor subtypes based on the
current second consensus criteria differed signifi-
cantly among CA clusters. Based on the predominate
motor manifestation, 28 patients (62.22%) in the
cerebellar symptom-dominant cluster were diag-

nosed with MSA-C at baseline; the sleep and
mood disorder-dominant cluster included 27 patients
(46.55%) with MSA-C at baseline; 14 patients
(25.00%) in the rigid akinetic-dominant cluster had
MSA-C at baseline; and 10 patients (29.41%) in the
diffuse malignant cluster had MSA-C at baseline
(Fig. 3).

Prognosis in follow-up

A total of 95 MSA patients were followed up with
by telephone, and detailed information is shown in
Table 3. At follow-up, 21 (32.8%) patients reported
being bedbound, and 31 (32.6%) patients had died.
The incidences of bedbound status and death were
significantly different between the four data-driven
subtypes. There was also a significant difference in
ADL scores between the four clusters.

The results of Kaplan–Meier analysis revealed
that the median survival from symptom onset to
death was 7.75 (95% CI = 7.19–8.31) years (Fig. 4).
The log-rank test showed that there were no signifi-
cant difference in survival between the MSA-C with
MSA-P patients (Supplementary Figure 1), while
there was a difference in survival between the four
data-driven clusters (Supplementary Figure 2). After
adjusting for years from symptom onset to diagno-
sis, age, and sex, cox regression analysis showed
that patients in the malignant diffuse (HR = 7.16,
95% CI 1.52–33.76; p = 0.013) and rigid akinetic-
dominant (HR = 7.27, 95% CI 1.56–33.83; p = 0.011)
clusters had a significantly greater risk of death than
those in the sleep and mood disorder-dominant clus-
ter. The duration from symptom onset to diagnosis
also had an impact on death (p < 0.001). Age and
sex did not affect the risk of death in the model
(Supplementayr Table 1). The results of the mul-
tivariable logistic regression concerning bedbound
status are summarized in Supplementary Table 1.
Because of the small number of events available,
years from symptom onset to diagnosis, age, sex,
and data-driven clusters were included in the multi-
variate logistic regression model. The results showed
that patients in the malignant diffuse (OR = 15.44,
95% CI 1.05–226.127; p = 0.046) and rigid akinetic-
dominant clusters (OR = 17.83, 95% CI 1.60–198.75;
p = 0.019) had a higher risk of being bedbound than
patients in the cerebellar symptom-dominant clus-
ter. Age had a significant impact on death, while sex
and years from symptom onset to diagnosis had no
significant effect on mortality.
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Table 1
Patient demographics and clinical characteristics

MSA Total MSA-P MSA-C p

N (%) 193 114 (59.07) 79 (40.93) –
Age (y) 61.08 ± 7.61 61.54 ± 7.80 60.42 ± 7.33 0.475
Age of onset (y) 58.29 ± 7.58 58.51 ± 7.68 57.98 ± 7.49 0.881
Symptom-onset to diagnosis (y) 2.79 ± 1.91 3.02 ± 2.00 2.44 ± 1.73 0.018
Female (%) 92 (47.67) 63 (55.26) 29 (36.71) 0.017
H-Y 2.76 ± 0.84 2.82 ± 0.92 2.67 ± 0.71 0.498
UPDRS-III 39.58 ± 18.31 45.06 ± 16.88 31.67 ± 17.47 <0.001
Urinary retention (%) 109 (56.50) 74 (64.90) 35 (44.30) 0.005
Orthostatic hypertension (%) 80 (41.45) 57 (50.00) 23 (29.11) 0.006
PDSS (%) 143 (74.09) 75 (65.79) 68 (86.08) 0.003
Sexual dysfunction (%) 82 (42.71) 41 (35.96) 41 (52.56) 0.033

The data are expressed as the mean ± SD, and qualitative variables are shown as frequencies (%). H-Y, Hoehn & Yahr
stage; UPDRS-III, The Movement Disorder Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale-part III; Urinary retention
evaluated by bladder residual urine volume more than 50 milliliters; Orthostatic hypertension evaluated by orthostatic drop
of 30 mmHg in systolic blood pressure or 15 mmHg in diastolic blood pressure while moving from supine position to
upright position; PDSS, Parkinson’s Disease Sleep Scale, score <90 was defined as abnormal; Sexual dysfunction evaluated
by the Non-Motor Symptom Scale.

Fig. 2. A) The inflection point chart shows that the optimal number of clusters is 4, calculated by the open-source factoextra package in R.
B) shows the four clusters identified by k-means clustering visually.

DISCUSSION

In this study, 193 patients with MSA were classi-
fied into four subtypes using the data-driven cluster
analysis approach: cerebellar symptom-dominant
(CSD), sleep and mood disorder-dominant (SMD),
rigid akinetic-dominant (RAD), and malignant dif-
fuse (MD). Our results showed that the subtypes
differed substantially not only in clinical characteris-
tics but also in disease prognosis. After adjusting for
years from symptom onset to diagnosis, age, and sex,

we found that patients in the RAD and MD clusters
had poorer survival than patients in the SMD cluster.
Patients in the RAD and MD clusters had a higher
risk of being bedbound at follow-up than patients in
the CSD cluster.

Classical MSA subtypes were defined based on
motor symptoms.1 However, previous data-driven
studies indicated that patients with MSA could be
divided into at least three potential subgroups to
emphasize the role of nonmotor features.9,10 As many
as 75% of MSA patients have a prodromal phase
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Table 2
Demographics and clinical characteristics of patients with CA classification

CSD SMD RAD MD p∗ Multiple comparisons∗∗ Adjusted p∗∗∗

N (%) 45 (23.31) 58 (30.05) 56 (29.02) 34 (17.62) – – –
Age of onset (y) 58.28 ± 8.43 57.12 ± 7.02 59.53 ± 7.27 58.26 ± 7.86 0.411 – –
Age (y) 62.20 ± 7.65 60.13 ± 8.21 59.97 ± 6.87 62.38 ± 7.80 0.247 – –
Female sex (%) 17 (37.78) 26 (44.83) 28 (50.00) 21 (61.76) 0.188 – –
Symptom onset to diagnosis (y) 1.85 ± 1.44 2.85 ± 1.89 2.66 ± 1.33 4.12 ± 2.51 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD –
H-Y 2.31 ± 0.62 2.45 ± 0.56 2.91 ± 0.69 3.62 ± 1.01 <0.001 RAD vs. MD RAD vs. MD
Motor symptoms
UPDRS-III 20.00 ± 10.79 36.56 ± 11.48 47.27 ± 13.37 57.95 ± 16.84 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Speech 0.92 ± 0.71 1.16 ± 0.73 1.76 ± 0.97 2.40 ± 0.77 <0.001 RAD vs. MD RAD vs. MD
Facial expression 0.65 ± 0.73 1.31 ± 0.64 1.84 ± 0.78 2.61 ± 0.77 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Rigidity 2.09 ± 2.31 5.69 ± 2.73 6.66 ± 2.82 8.58 ± 3.27 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Bradykinesia 8.52 ± 5.20 16.39 ± 6.88 21.03 ± 5.57 25.34 ± 6.18 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Gait 1.11 ± 0.98 1.47 ± 0.72 2.28 ± 0.79 3.17 ± 0.90 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Postural stability 1.20 ± 1.22 1.65 ± 1.22 2.76 ± 1.04 3.38 ± 1.10 <0.001 RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Posture 0.61 ± 0.68 1.27 ± 0.86 2.15 ± 0.75 2.81 ± 0.86 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Axial bradykinesia 0.94 ± 0.85 1.56 ± 0.74 2.53 ± 0.93 3.15 ± 1.00 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Gait (%) 12 (26.67) 30 (51.72) 51 (91.07) 34 (100.00) <0.001 CSD vs. SMD CSD vs. SMD
Postural stability (%) 13 (28.89) 25 (43.10) 49 (87.50) 31 (91.18) <0.001 – –
Cerebellar dysfunction (%) 28 (62.22) 27 (46.55) 14 (25.00) 10 (29.41) 0.001 – –

(Continued)
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Table 2
(Continued)

CSD SMD RAD MD p∗ Multiple comparisons∗∗ Adjusted p∗∗∗

Nonmotor symptoms
MMSE 27.16 ± 2.84 25.15 ± 3.60 26.16 ± 3.14 21.86 ± 4.83 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
MoCA 23.78 ± 3.69 21.64 ± 4.97 23.20 ± 4.10 18.75 ± 7.14 0.003 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
HAMA 6.54 ± 3.89 15.73 ± 6.79 8.30 ± 4.24 16.56 ± 7.13 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
HAMD 7.07 ± 4.57 19.22 ± 8.02 9.90 ± 5.82 20.04 ± 9.04 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
PDSS 28.58 ± 33.78 60.35 ± 40.08 69.06 ± 38.49 69.21 ± 33.22 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD CSD vs. SMD
RBD 22.60 ± 15.06 40.07 ± 14.81 22.73 ± 14.10 39.93 ± 12.45 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
ESS 2.58 ± 2.32 6.60 ± 3.89 5.32 ± 4.45 6.67 ± 4.64 <0.001 CSD vs. SMD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Anxiety (%) 1 (2.22) 33 (56.90) 6 (10.71) 20 (58.82) <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
Depression (%) 0 (0.00) 25 (43.10) 6 (10.71) 18 (52.94) <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
RBD (%) 26 (57.78) 55 (94.83) 34 (60.71) 32 (94.12) <0.001 CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD CSD vs. SMD, RAD vs. MD
EDS (%) 1 (2.22) 22 (37.93) 11 (19.64) 13 (38.24) <0.001 CSD vs. SMD CSD vs. SMD
Sexual dysfunction (%) 19 (42.22) 33 (57.89) 14 (25.00) 16 (47.06) 0.005 RAD vs. MD RAD vs. MD
Constipation (%) 35 (79.55) 46 (79.31) 50 (89.29) 28 (82.35) 0.455 – –
Urinary incontinence (%) 19 (42.22) 22 (37.93) 33 (58.93) 20 (58.82) 0.066 – –
Urgency (%) 33 (73.33) 51 (87.93) 46 (82.14) 29 (85.29) 0.265 CSD vs. SMD –
Urinary retention (%) 27 (60.00) 39 (67.24) 46 (82.14) 26 (76.47) 0.073 – –
Orthostatic hypotension (%) 15 (33.33) 20 (34.48) 29 (51.79) 16 (47.06) 0.152 – –
Levodopa responsiveness (%) 13 (28.89) 15 (25.86) 8 (14.29) 5 (14.71) 0.187 – –
∗Compared among the four clusters. ∗∗Multiple comparisons were performed among CSD and SMD, RAD and MD. ∗∗∗Adjusted P values were calculated for comparisons between groups by
multivariable linear or logistic regression (controlling for baseline years from symptom onset to diagnosis). CSD, cerebellar symptom dominant; SMD, sleep and mood disorder dominant; RAD,
rigid akinetic dominant; MD, malignant diffuse. The MMSE scores were defined as abnormal with the consideration of patients’ education level: <17 was considered as abnormal for the uneducated
patients, <20 as abnormal for the patients with high school diplomas, <23 as abnormal for the patients with college diplomas; a MoCA score <26 was considered abnormal; a HAMA score ≥7
was considered abnormal; a HAMD score ≥8 was considered abnormal; a PDSS score ≥8 was considered abnormal; a RBDQ-HK score ≥19 was considered abnormal; a ESS score ≥8 was
considered abnormal. Sexual dysfunction, constipation and urinary incontinence were evaluated by the Non-Motor Symptom Scale.
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Fig. 3. Relationships between subtypes based on cluster analysis and motor classification. A–D) The proportion of patients with different
motor classifications in relation to the four cluster analysis subtypes. E, F) The proportion of patients with cluster analysis subtypes in relation
to motor subtypes.

Table 3
The prognosis of patients with MSA classified based on motor-symptoms or data-driven approaches

Outcomes Motor Classification CA Classification

MSA MSA-P MSA-C p CSD SMD RAD MD p

(n = 95) (n = 57) (n = 38) (n = 18) (n = 29) (n = 25) (n = 23)

Bed-bound (%) 21 (32.81) 13 (36.11) 8 (28.57) 0.598 1 (6.67) 9 (33.33) 7 (58.33) 4(40.00) 0.034

CSD vs. RAD∗

Death (%) 31 (32.63) 21 (36.84) 10 (26.32) 0.373 3 (16.67) 2 (6.90) 13 (52.0) 13(56.52) <0.001

SMD vs. RAD∗

SMD vs. MD∗

ADL 59.14 ± 32.76 53.06 ± 34.21 66.96 ± 29.58 0.094 87.00 ± 21.70 62.04 ± 30.92 37.50 ± 27.01 35.50 ± 23.74 <0.001

CSD vs. RAD∗

CSD vs. MD∗

∗The p values were adjusted for multiple comparisons by Bonferroni correction. MSA-P, MSA with parkinsonism variant; MSA-C, MSA
with cerebellar variant; CA Classification, K-means cluster analysis classification. CSD, cerebellar symptom dominant; SMD, sleep and
mood disorder dominant; RAD, rigid akinetic dominant; MD, malignant diffuse.

characterized by nonmotor symptoms such as respira-
tory problems, RBD, orthostatic hypotension, urinary
dysfunction, and sexual dysfunction.15 We found that
diffuse symptoms at diagnosis—especially postural
instability and mood and cognitive alterations—may
indicate rapid functional loss and disease progres-
sion. Furthermore, there is evidence suggesting that
it is important to stratify patients by motor predomi-
nance as well as by balance and nonmotor symptoms.

The different profiles and prognoses may be a
result of nondopaminergic system involvement.15,16

Pathologically, the widespread distribution of glial
cytoplasmic inclusions (GCIs) may cause multiple
clinical features, as GCIs have been found in a wide
range of areas, such as sacral visceral pathways, the
peripheral nervous system, the locus coeruleus, the
nucleus raphe, the dorsal vagal nuclei, the spinal
cord, the striatum and the olivary pontine cerebel-
lar system.17 This may cause the high heterogeneity
between MSA profiles.

CSD: Patients in the CSD cluster had relatively
modest levels of motor and nonmotor symptoms at
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Fig. 4. K–M survival curves for the probability of death in all patients with MSA (n = 95).

baseline, and most patients in this cluster were clas-
sified as MSA-C. Patients in this cluster represent a
portion of patients with MSA-C at an early stage; they
experience severe sleep disturbance and autonomic
dysfunction, in line with the “minimal change” MSA,
which was recognized as MSA at an early stage.18,19

SMD: Patients in the SMD cluster have milder
motor symptoms and a wide range of sleep-related
and emotional symptoms. A previous study reported
that RBD is quite common in these patients (preva-
lence of 88%), as determined by polysomnography.20

This cluster, however, accounts for 30% of MSA
patients. Thus, while RBD is a prevalent occurrence,
there are phenotypes in which RBD may be linked to
daytime sleepiness and mood changes as well as less
severe motor symptoms. Interestingly, this cluster
appears to exhibit a more favorable motor progno-
sis and longer survival rates. Sleep disturbances in
MSA may be related to the pontomedullary brainstem
nuclei and abnormal transmitter synthesis.21 Emo-
tional disturbances in MSA might be caused by the
abnormal synthesis of various transmitters.22

RAD: Patients in this cluster had milder motor
and nonmotor symptoms, thus indicating “restricted”
presentations. Yang et al.10 also used a data-driven
approach and found two clusters of MSA patients
that exhibited remarkable motor symptoms with less
dysautonomia at an early stage, consistent with previ-
ous findings indicating that early-stage MSA patients
may experience isolated motor impairments.23 How-

ever, while patients in the RAD cluster exhibited
fewer nonmotor symptoms, they also had a less favor-
able prognosis in terms of becoming bedbound and
experiencing lower survival rates. Thus, these more
“restricted” presentations are not more benign, espe-
cially if they involve parkinsonian motor symptoms.

MD: Patients in this cluster simultaneously suf-
fered from severe motor and nonmotor features at
baseline. All patients in this subgroup suffered from
gait disturbance and postural instability. The causes
of gait impairment in MSA are multifaceted, includ-
ing cerebellar ataxia, bradykinesia, and hypertonia.
The lesions of the pedunculopontine area might be
responsible for gait disturbance.24 This subgroup
exhibited widespread motor and nonmotor symp-
toms, which might be attributed to the dysfunction of
a variety of distinct anatomical systems. Their simul-
taneous impairment may signify a relatively diffuse
neurodegenerative process. Interestingly, this group
also scored worse on cognitive scales, suggesting an
association between postural instability and cogni-
tion as well as mood.

Prognostic factors

In our study, the median survival time of MSA
patients was 7.75 years, and a previous study includ-
ing 220 Chinese MSA patients reported that the
median survival time of MSA patients was 6.4
years.25 In line with previous studies, the phenotypes
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of MSA-P and MSA-C did not affect the survival
rate.3,6,7 Various factors have been proposed to
predict progression and survival in MSA, includ-
ing earlier autonomic failure,3 older age at onset,26

RBD,27 stridor,28 and dysphagia.29 Using multivari-
able Cox analysis, we found that there was no impact
of age or sex on survival. The clinical profile was one
of the most important factors in the prognosis of MSA
according to the model. We found that the risk factors
for being bedbound were predominant postural insta-
bility at baseline and rigid-akinetic predominance
(MD and RAD clusters), and the restricted cerebel-
lar cluster (CSD) had a better prognosis regarding
bedbound status. Herein, patients with MSA-P and
MSA-C showed similar incidences of being bed-
bound; however, previous studies have reported that
patients with MSA-P experience a faster decline in
function than MSA-C.4,30 The results from our study
indicate that the classification of MSA-P and MSA-C
may be a weaker prognostic factor than data-driven
classification, which considered non-motor symp-
toms, specific instability and postural symptoms.

Most studies reported that higher age at onset is
a risk factor for MSA.4,31 In our model, age had a
significant impact on death in the current sample, with
the 95% confidence interval for the odds ratio ranging
from 0.828 to 0.998 and the upper limit including
1.0. These results suggest that the variable is likely to
impact the outcome, although the precise magnitude
of the effect remains uncertain due to the confidence
interval. Future research with larger sample sizes is
recommended to obtain more precise estimates of the
effect size.

The Cox model also showed that patients with a
longer duration from symptom onset to diagnosis
had a lower risk of death, indicating a protective
effect. The long interval between the initiation of
notable symptoms and the patient visiting the hospital
indicates the possibility of a relatively slow disease
progression in which the onset of bothersome symp-
toms (i.e., symptoms requiring health care) occurs
later in this group of patients, resulting in a later
diagnosis time. Additionally, the duration between
symptom onset and diagnosis is influenced by var-
ious factors, including healthcare access and other
individual factors influencing disease progression.

Heterogeneity

Our results suggest that there is a high degree
of overlap between the key symptoms of MSA-P/C
subtypes.16 Approximately 75% of MSA-C patients

present parkinsonism during the disease course,
while approximately half of MSA-P patients have
extra cerebellar symptoms.2,3 Previous studies using
data-driven classification have successfully identi-
fied three distinct subtypes, implying heterogeneity
within the MSA-P and MSA-C groups.9,10 In our
study, we also identified an overlap of MSA-P and
MSA-C groups in our data-driven classification. In
our model, patients in the CSD and SMD clusters
presented more cerebellar symptoms and were more
likely to include MSA-C patients, while patients in
the RAD and MD clusters had predominantly parkin-
sonian symptoms. CSD and SMD were identified as
two subtypes of MSA-C, with one being more severe
and the other being milder. Similarly, MD and RAD
were found to be two subtypes of MSA-P. This sug-
gests that the presence of distinct subtypes within
the traditional classifications of MSA-P and MSA-C
are associated with different prognoses. The features
were consistent with the difference in the involve-
ment of the basal ganglia and cerebellum in MSA
patients.32 The pathogenic mechanism underlying
the variations among MSA subtypes remains unclear,
with the diversity in α-synuclein distribution or dis-
semination, the participation of nondopaminergic
networks, the concomitant pathology, and the relative
susceptibility of nigral neurons or other brain regions
having been proposed.33 Additionally, genetic factors
might contribute to the subtype specificity of MSA
degeneration.34 In addition, prior studies have shown
that DNA methylation in the brains of MSA patients is
altered in a region-specific and MSA subtype-specific
manner.35,36 To address these issues, further research
is needed.

Limitations of the study

The Unified Multiple System Atrophy Rating
Scale data were not available for MSA patients in the
study who were evaluated between 2014 and 2020,
thus, some non-motor symptoms such as the sever-
ity of autonomic dysfunction were measured with
NMSS. We have evaluated the Unified Multiple Sys-
tem Atrophy Rating Scale in participants enrolled
after 2020. In addition, because of the COVID-19
pandemic, we were unable to perform face-to-face
follow-up examinations and have conducted the tele-
phone interview instead, which might impact on the
follow-up rate of our participants. Given the rela-
tively rapid progression of MSA, it was possible that
some of the patients who were unreachable might
have passed away or experienced deteriorating health
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conditions, the possibility should be considered dur-
ing the interpretation of the results regarding disease
progression and prognosis. However, the patients
who underwent telephone follow-up were evenly dis-
tributed among the four subtypes, thus the results of
prognosis might not be biased in terms of subtypes.

Conclusions

Our results showed that the profiles differed sub-
stantially not only in terms of clinical characteristics
but also in disease prognosis, suggesting that the iden-
tification of these profiles at baseline may help with
predicting disease prognosis. Therefore, early identi-
fication of MSA profiles is important for the diagnosis
and prognosis of the disease, especially for identify-
ing early postural instability and severe parkinsonian
variants.
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